European Recovery.
The Potential Impacts of
Changing Consumer
Motivations

Where are we now as a
region?

There has been no
unified response
across Europe

The harmony of
Europe is
suspended for now,
it’s gone regional let
alone national

1st wave
compliance giving
way to 2nd wave
frustration

Consumers are no
longer able to make
their own travel
decisions. They are
based on
restrictions, data
and barriers rather
than freedom and
desire

Customers are
changing their
behaviours

Europe is back in Lockdown
The critical festive season travel and
tourism is under serious threat and the
hospitality industry is put on hold.
Consumer behaviours are changing again.

1st wave compliance is giving way to 2nd wave frustration

Venice is empty +/-

Parisians flee the city to the country

Milan lockdown riots and looting

Spain joins the Italians

Germany locks down

The UK stocks up on toilet paper!

Leisure and travel customer
sentiments in Europe

Confidence of Europeans for international travel
continues to fall

14%
think it’s
getting better

31%
think it has
stayed the same

55%
think it’s
getting worse
Skyscanner | September 2020

Along with their confidence for domestic travel too

13%
think it’s
getting better

24%
think it has
stayed the same

63%
think it’s
getting worse
Skyscanner | September 2020

However, they demonstrate an
optimistic sentiment towards travel

54%

41%

39%

intend to take a trip in the
next 6 months

intend to travel within
their own country

intend to travel to other
European destinations

European Travel Commission | September 2020

European Travel Commission | September 2020

City life enthusiasts are
the most likely to
resume travel first

European Travel Commission | September 2020

Travel restrictions are changing continuously and,
often, with little notice

This fluctuation dampens tourist
sentiment and endangers the travel
recovery. International visitor arrivals to
European cities will not exceed 2019
levels again until 2024, while domestic
visitor arrivals will reach 2019
levels by 2023

Tourism Economics | September 2020

Decline in international European city tourist arrivals (mn), 2019-2020

Many tourists are opting for staycations over international trips due
to enduring travel restrictions and heightened uncertainty regarding
international travel arrangements
Tourism Economics | September 2020

Uncertainty has resulted in many travellers
booking last minute holidays

Accor Hotels says 60% of all bookings
being made in Europe are for stays within
5 days

IHG says 69% of bookings are happening
within 7 days of stay, compared to 46%
during the same period last year
IHG | Accor

Short booking windows emerge

Skyscanner | September 2020

People in Europe have not been travelling outside of
their national boundaries
In July 2020, nights spent by EU
residents in tourist accommodation
inside their own country were only
22% lower than in July 2019, while
nights spent by non-residents were
64% less than the previous year.
•By regions, Asia and the Pacific, the first
region to suffer the impact of COVID-19, saw a
72% decrease in arrivals in the first half of
2020. The second-hardest hit was Europe with
a 66% decline, followed by the Americas (55%), Africa and the Middle East (both -57%).

Eurostat

Google UK searches for "staycation" increased by over
500% in July 2020 compared to the previous summer
According to real estate
advisor Savills in its latest UK
hotel investment report. More
than 77% of deals made
since April 2020 were from
outside of London, in line
with the strong trading
performance displayed
across key UK staycation
markets. As a result, interest
levels from private investors
for coastal and country hotels
have surged.

Perceptions of the situation in relation to COVID-19

Visit Britain COVID-19 Consumer Tracker – Wave 17 (12th – 16th October)

Ever changing customer
attitudes to the pandemic?
A hospitality example from the UK

A tracking study of changes in attitudes to hospitality in the UK
amongst 4 distinct segments
As things ease the population tends to relax
and have more confidence

Wave 1: Mid-May

Wave 2: early
June

6th May

Extremely
cautious

Slightly
cautious

Not too
cautious

Not cautious
at all

Wave 3: end of
June

Wave 4: end of
July

People are happy to
adapt to the new
normal if it means
they can have some
freedom

Cases rise and
news becomes
more negative

The population
becomes more
cautious

Wave 5: early Sept

Wave 6: mid-Oct

Wave 7
predictions

What’s in the minds of
leisure consumers?

The 4 core leisure motivations across the world will
remain and evolve

Escapism

Togetherness

To escape from the
pressures of day-to-day life

To have a great, shared
experience with family and friends

Betterment

Belonging

To learn, develop
and grow as a person

To be part of something bigger

What do we think they will be
looking for?

How are consumer attitudes evolving ?
Expected behavioural changes

Togetherness
To have a great, shared
experience with family and
friends

Conde Nast Traveller sustainability
editor Juliet Kinsman predicts a shift to
booking travel through agents and
established operators, noting their
invaluable knowledge and industry
connections.

Ø Deeper emotional drivers to reunite with family and friends
Ø Multi-generational travel
Ø Holidays that re-connect

Private tours in 2021 will give families
the opportunity to spend time together
and make up for memories lost due to
the missed weddings, birthdays and
anniversaries of 2020.
Traveldailynews International

Potential outcomes
• More planning and help
required (return of travel
experts)
• Surge in family trips to make
up for lost time

Over a third of people in a study (38%)
intend to plan a trip to make up for a
celebration missed due to Coronavirus
(COVID-19), while two-fifths (40%)
intend to rebook a trip they had to
cancel
Booking.com (international)

How are consumer attitudes evolving ?
Expected behavioural changes

Escapism
To escape from the
pressures of day-to-day
life

Google searches for ‘Staycation’ worldwide over the
past 5 years

Potential outcomes

Ø More space, less cities

• Pressure on city breaks

Ø More wilderness

• Increase in staycations

Ø Focus on quality not quantity

• Increase in camping and
wilderness travel

Ø Staying closer to home

“Domestic trips will continue to dominate
the travel space, with 47% of people
planning to travel within their own country
in the medium term (7-12 months) and 38%
planning to in the longer term”
Booking.com

“Camping and glamping are attracting new
devotees looking to truly immerse
themselves in the wilderness. Campervan
companies such as RVshare are achieving
record booking numbers, with a 650 percent rise since early April”
CN Travel

How are consumer attitudes evolving ?
Expected behavioural changes

Belonging
To be part of something
bigger

Ø Closer to local culture and deeper
understanding of it

Potential outcomes
•

More responsible/ sensitive travel

•

Ø Emotionally intelligent travel not just
algorithms

Smaller developing communities
actively supported through
intelligent travel

•

Ø Change in work and leisure habits as
the two blend into one

Increase in staycations and greater
respect for local area

•

Work/ leisure hotel hybrids

Ø Travel tribes with a shared passion

In Italy, the Bonus Vacanze initiative offers
families with incomes of up to EUR 40,000
contributions of up to EUR 500 to spend in
domestic tourism accommodation. France
launched the campaign
#CetÉtéJeVisiteLaFrance (‘This Summer, I visit
France’) highlighting the diversity of destinations
across the country.

“There’s been a reawakening in appreciating smalltown life, our families, quiet communities,
reconnecting with nature and unplugging from
technology. There’s an argument to be made that
when travel resumes to pre-pandemic levels, it will
be done with a greater sense of purpose and
appreciation for local communities and the
environment.”

UNWTO

IHG

“With millions of people adapting to new
ways of working we have been inspired
to support this trend by offering a
unique office experience, blending the
need for quiet dedicated working
spaces with all the convenience and
amenities of a hotel.”
James Wheatcroft, VP Marketing Accor
Northern Europe

How are consumer attitudes evolving ?
Expected behavioural changes
Ø Focusing on sustainability

Betterment
To learn, develop
and grow as a person

Ø People want to get outdoors
and explore
Ø They have better bucket lists
as they have had time to plan
dream trips

"They will want to know not only what is the
best deal they can get, but also which travel
option is more sustainable, for example, and
therefore tourism operators will have to be
more transparent, and digitalisation will play
an increasing role in this regard, making travel
simpler and cheaper, but also safer and
cleaner.”

“With daily emissions in the EU down 58 per
cent since the outbreak and global levels of
nitrogen dioxide at record lows. The
unpolluted blue skies and birdsong are likely
to have struck a chord with many, and it could
be a promising moment for companies
advocating a more considered approach to
travel.”

Euronews

CN Traveller

Potential outcomes
• Increase in road trips
• More tailored help from suppliers
(hotels, travel companies)
• More experiential travel
• Heavier focus on sustainable
travel
“Living through a pandemic has sparked a reevaluation of people’s priorities and attitudes.
For many of those confined to their homes
during lockdown, it has been a time to make
plans.”
CN Traveller

The drivers of these attitudes are intensifying

Emotionally

Rationally

There is a need to escape and be
together. People want to invest in
experiences and not just ‘stuff’.

Both in terms of cost and
investment, there may be lower
discretionary spend as
unemployment increases, incomes
reduce and insurance cover
increases.

They are placing greater
importance on sustainability and
diversity

People feel safety in brands.
Hygiene and sanitation are at the
forefront of decision making

Conclusions and
observations

Leisure and Tourism –
Operational and brand considerations

#1
CX comes first

#2
Your brand is your
experience

#3
Get everyone on
the bus

#4
Focus on the journey,
not the destination

Whilst the temptation is to go 100% into a finance and operational
silo to protect the Now, don’t forget that customers are still out there
and will be looking for brands to deliver excellent customer
experiences that meet their evolved needs
Think about brands as the outcome of the entire experience you
deliver and not purely advertising and communication. Bad
experiences will be more damaging to your brand than ever before

Remember everyone in your organisation is a brand builder or
destroyer, so you need to take them on the journey – no matter how
painful that is
Track the ever evolving needs and attitudes of your customers and
also those who aren’t yet your customers – the opportunity to grow
will be based on your brand and what it delivers in whatever “New
Normal” appears

